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INTRODUCTION

DCT image compression.  The discrete cosine transform (DCT) is a

standard method by which images may be compressed.  Initially, the image is

divided into 8x8-pixel blocks, each of which is then transformed into its DCT,

which is an 8x8 matrix of coefficients.  Each coefficient   cij , specifies the

magnitude of a DCT frequency (or basis function), indexed by     i, j .   For brevity,

we adopt a vector notation for the frequencies, so       U = { i , j }  and     cU = cij .  Image
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compression occurs when each coefficeint block is quantized by dividing it,

coefficient by coefficient, by a quantization matrix (QM), and rounding to the

nearest integer.  For any given block of any image, there will be an 8x8 matrix of

remainders produced by this division.  The distortion introduced by this method

of image compression can be expressed as an error image, which is the inverse

transform of each of these remainder matrices.  The magnitude of the entries in

the QM determine the image quality and bit-rate.  Small entries yield little

compression and little distortion;  large entries yield much compression and

much distortion.  To effectively compress an image, one must determine the QM

which yields the desired bit-rate/distortion trade-off. 

The contrast sensitivity function.  The human visual system has different

sensitivities to different DCT basis functions. Peterson, Peng, Morgan and

Pennebaker1 displayed images of replicated DCT basis functions.  For a given

ambient luminance, Peterson et al. determined the magnitude of the basis

function required for human detection.  Iteration of this technique with different

coefficients yielded a contrast sensitivity function over the range of DCT basis

functions.  This contrast sensitivity function suggests a QM which is, to some

extent, consistent with the human visual system. 

Display parameters.  Recognizing that the human DCT contrast

sensitivity function is itself a function of  display parameters such as display

luminance and pixel size, Ahumada et al. 2,3 performed the measurements

required to specify the contrast sensitivity function–and consequently, a more

efficient QM–for any combination of these parameters. 

Contrast masking.  Watson4 noted several image-dependent factors

influencing the  detectability of DCT basis functions and showed how to

compute custom QMs for given images, in accord with these factors.  One image-

dependent factor influencing the detectability of DCT basis functions is contrast
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masking.  Typically, sensitivity to quantization error, in a particular DCT

coefficient, decreases with the magnitude of that coefficient.  Watson's

quantization scheme relies on the following model (based on seminal work by

Legge and Foley5,6) for contrast masking:  Given a DCT coefficient     cT  and a

corresponding absolute threshold     tT , the masked threshold     mT  will be

      
mT =  tT Max  1,

wT
cT

tT
 

 

 
 

 

 
 , (1)

where     wT  is an exponent that lies between 0 and 1.   In the sequel, we will refer to

this model as Model 0.  In Model 0, sensitivity to a particular coefficient's

quantization error is independent of the magnitudes of all the other coefficients

(except the DC).  Here we present data which indicate that sensitivity to a

particular coefficient's quantization error is affected by the magnitudes of other

coefficients. We propose a revision of Model 0 to account for between-coefficient

contrast masking.

METHOD

 Apparatus.  Stimuli were displayed on a monochrome CRT with a

background luminance of 40 cd m-2.  The (binocular) viewing distance was 97.4

cm. At this distance, the spatial extent of the screen was 16˚ by 16˚ of visual

angle.  There was no other source of illumination.

Stimuli.  Each stimulus was the sum of a test basis function and a mask

basis function.  Every pixel of the resultant image was magnified by a factor of 2,

both vertically and horizontally, and added to the background luminance of the

monitor.  Each stimulus subtended 0.25 degrees by 0.25 degrees.
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Procedure.  Psychophysical threshold estimates were obtained with a

version of the Quest procedure7.  Each trial consisted of two stimulus

presentations, each  marked by an auditory tone and modulated by a temporal

Gaussian with 0.53 seconds between   e−π  points, and separated by 0.5 seconds.

The observer identified the test interval by pressing one of two keys.  A correct

choice was identified by a low frequency tone; an incorrect choice by a high

frequency tone.  Each plotted symbol in the following figures represents a

maximum likelihood estimate of threshold based on a session of 64 trials. 

Masked thresholds     mT  for four test basis functions were measured as a

function of masking contrast for three different masks.  The tests, as identified by

their DCT frequencies    T  were {0,0}, {0,1}, {0,3} and {0,7}. These last three also

served as the masks. Additionally, {1,1} and {1,0} were used to mask {0,1}; and

{2,2} was used to mask {0,3}.  Absolute threshold     tT was also determined for each

test.  Theoretically, DCT coefficients can assume any real value.  In the current

study we use coefficients     cU , such that       0 ≤ cU ≤ 1.  A coefficient with value 1 fully

utilizes the dynamic range of the display.  For nearly every test/mask

combination, six masking contrasts were used.  Here we express these contrasts

in decibels (      dB cU[ ] = 20 Log 10 cU [ ]): -36, -30, -24, -18, -12 and -6.  Because     t07  is so

high, when this basis function served to mask others, only the four greatest

masking contrasts were used.

An experimental run, lasting about 10 minutes, was devoted to a single

test/mask combination and a single masking contrast. Test/mask/masking-

contrast combinations were run in a randomized fashion.  The first author was

the only observer in these experiments.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 1.  Masked thresholds (    dB mT[ ] ) for four test basis functions are plotted as a function of

masking contrast (    dB cM[ ]) for three different masks.  Unmasked thresholds (    dB tT[ ] ) for the
test basis functions are plotted on the ordinates.  The dashed and solid lines are the predictions
of Models 0 and 1, respectively, as described in the text.

Fig. 2.  Masked thresholds for test {0,1} as a function of masking contrast for the masks {1,1} and
{1,0}, and for test {0,3} as a function of masking contrast for the mask {2,2}.
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The dipper effect. The results are plotted in Figs. 1 and 2.  Data gathered

with the {0,1}/{0,1} test/mask combination at masking contrasts of -36 and -30 dB

have been omitted from the graphs and further analysis. Similarly, we have

omitted the {0,3}/{0,3} data at -36 and -30 dB.  Measured thresholds for these four

viewing conditions fall well below their corresponding unmasked thresholds.

These data demonstrate the "dipper effect," a well-documented phenomenon

wherein a low contrast grating increases the detectability of a grating of the same

frequency and phase5,8,9.  These data have been omitted because it is not clear

that the dipper effect comes into play for natural images. For images composed

of more than one 8x8 pixel block, DCT basis functions can appear as gratings

(uniform  values) or noise (random values; with a quantifiable variance) or

anything in between. The dipper effect would appear if both test and mask were

gratings. However, there is no indication that it would appear otherwise. The

influence of a particular DCT coefficient on the dectability of quantization errors

in natural images is similar in concept to the influence of a grating on the

detectability of random visual noise.  No dipper effect is expected in such a

paradigm.  Since we ultimately wish to model the detectability of quantization

error in natural images, exclusion of the "dipper data" will benefit our initial

approximations.

Model 0. Model 0 was fit to the data. Model 0 does not predict between-

coefficient contrast masking.  Consequently, for any given test basis function, its

prediction for masked threshold is the same constant function of masking

contrast for every mask having a non-zero coefficient at a different DCT index

than the test.  By setting all of the     wT s in Eq. 1. equal to a single parameter   w , the

total variance (on a log scale) from the model increased by less than 0.3%.

Hereafter, when we refer to Model 0, we mean specifically:  Given a test DCT

basis function     cT , its  corresponding absolute threshold     tT  and a mask DCT basis
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function      cM  the masked threshold     mT will be  

    

mT =  
tT Max 1 , cM

tT

 
 

 
 

w 

  
 

  
     for T = M

tT                                otherwise

 

 
 

 
 

, (2)

where   w  is an exponent that lies between 0 and 1. Best fitting (method of least

squares) values for   w  and the     tT s, as determined for Model 0, are given in Table

1.  Model 0 adequately reflects the data for the viewing conditions in which the

mask and target were identical.  However, it cannot reflect the between-

coefficient masking evident by the increase in measured threshold with masking

contrast for the other test/mask combinations.

Model 1.  In order to reflect the between-coefficient masking, we propose

the following revision of Watson's original model for contrast masking.  It will be

referred to hereafter as Model 1.  Given a test DCT basis function     cT , its

corresponding absolute threshold     tT  and a mask DCT basis function      cM  the

masked threshold     mT will be

    
mT =  tT Max 1 , f T, M[ ] cM

tT

 

 
  

 
 

w

 
 

 
 

 

 
 , (3)

where   w  is an exponent that lies between 0 and 1 and     f T, M( )  is a positive,

frequency-dependent scaling factor, that assumes a maximum value of 1 when

  T = M .      f T, M( )  may be described as a family of sensitivity functions.  That is,

for any test basis function     cT ,     f T, M( )  reflects the sensitivity of     cT  detection to

masks at different frequencies.  We have chosen to specify these sensitivity

functions with the following one-parameter rule:

    f T, M( ) =
−π T−M 2

σ T
2e , (4)

where   σT = σ Max 1, T[ ] .  Best fitting (method of least squares) values for σ ,   w

and the     tT s, as determined for Model 1, are also given in Table 1.
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Model 0 vs Model 1. The average variance (squared rms error on a decibel

scale) from Models 0 and 1 is also provided in Table 1.

      Table 1
Parameter Model 0 Model 1

    dB t00[ ] -32.9 -35.1

    dB t01[ ] -30.2 -32.6

    dB t03[ ] -27.8 -31.9

    dB t07[ ] -20.9 -22.1
   w 0.324 0.396
σ n/a 5.50

Average variance from model 16.5 8.95

CONCLUSION

With the addition of a single parameter (σ ), our model for contrast

masking captures 46% more of the variance in our data than Watson's original

model.   Incorporating this modification into the current method for computing

DCT quantization matrices will yield more efficient image compression.
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